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Stay the Course ... Please!!
Contributed by Mitch
Friday, 07 November 2008

Being 4-4 at this point in the season & with many more winable games left on the schedule I think we need to be
reminded how far we have come & that grred can put us right back where we came from.
The course that this regime has put forward while sometimes still critisized seems to be on the right track. While there
are no real clear strong teams in the AFC except for Tennessee & Pittsburgh , having wins over teams like Denver , New
England & San Diego no matter how depleted those teams are surely makes us relevant again.
Which is why I still get tired of seeing those threads abour signing overpriced guys who have been cut with really no merit
except name recognition when they were once in their prime. No team is going to cut a KGB or deanfelo Hall for no
reason & it is time to realize that. getting greedy & signing these guys would kill the chemistry that this team is building.
Its about the draft .. overpriced guys whether they come via free agency or the waiver wire will not make this team much
better. Save the cap space as we have guys now who can actually run a successful draft. Just say no to primadonnas. In
these times of change I can only hope that this franchise will do just that & not go back to their ways of the past few
years.
I'm off to Miami , next stop web weekend & as always I am grateful for the oppurtunity to attend!
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Support Phinfever by buying what you need from our advertisers. They pretty much pay the bills for us. Thanks!
Get the latest Miami Dolphins NFL lines at BetUS - America's online sports betting site for football betting and NFL
odds and lines.
If you're looking for things to do in Miami FL, check CTC for Miami comedy shows and Miami football schedules. Also
buy NFL tickets and college sports tickets, including Miami Dolphins football tickets and cheap Hurricanes football
tickets.
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